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 Client Centric

Services are growing, 
but clients may not 
be aware

by Edie Jarolim

Pain management, massage therapy, 

sitter referrals, and family counsel-

ing are among the services offered 

by veterinary practices focusing 

on end-of-life care, an emerging 

field described by the International 

Association of Animal Hospice and 

Palliative Care (IAAHPC) as “explod-

ing.” In spite of the increased number 

of these practices, many of them 

mobile, members of the public tend 

to be confused about them, if they 

are aware of them at all. Perhaps this 

should come as no surprise, given 

the current lack of consensus about 

guidelines and definitions among vet-

erinary professionals—not to mention 

the difficulty of marketing pet hospice, 

given the inevitable patient outcome.

Sheila Kirt, DVM, of Home at Last 

in Tucson, Ariz., says, “The majority 

of people who contact me find me 

through word-of-mouth from other 

clients, and most of them specifically 

mention home euthanasia. Often, they 

want palliative care until they feel 

that euthanasia is the best choice, 

or they want an evaluation to give 

them an objective opinion of their 

pet’s condition.”

Euthanasia is also the endgame for 

most of her patients, but Katherine 

Goldberg, DVM, de-emphasizes this 

component of her whole animal prac-

tice in Ithaca, N.Y. A co-founder of the 

new Veterinary Society for Hospice 

Spreading the Word 
on Hospice Care

Raising general practitioners’ awareness 
of animal hospice also helps end-of-life 

specialists get referrals. 
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and Palliative Care, Goldberg calls 

assisted death “a tool,” but prefers to 

focus on the pet “living fully until the 

last moment of life.” 

Some veterinarians with hospice prac-

tices advocate natural passing and turn 

to euthanasia only in very rare cases. 

The age of the patients seen in end-

of-life practices varies, too. Geriatrics 

are the most common, but they are by 

no means the only ones that require 

care when extreme life-extending 

measures are eschewed. Jessica 

Voselgang, DVM, whose Paws Into 

Grace practice serves southern 

California’s San Diego, Murrieta, 

and Temecula counties, is struck by 

“the horrible toll cancer takes on pet 

families,” adding that “half of my eutha-

nasias are dogs that have cancer.”

As a result of the different veterinary 

emphases and the variety of patient 

profiles, the cost to clients ranges 

widely, posing an additional marketing 

problem for the industry as a whole. 

For owners of pets with cancer, for 

example, pain management and pallia-

tive care are generally less expensive 

than surgery and chemotherapy. And 

while long-term specialized care may 

be beyond the budget of some clients 

with geriatric animals, they can nev-

ertheless benefit from some form of 

counseling and from being able to say 

goodbye to a pet at home. 

The common denominator for all 

these practices, and the key to what 

makes them rewarding for veterinar-

ians despite the many challenges, is 

the clients’ gratitude at finding help—

both physical and psychological—at 

this most difficult time. Lini Burton of 

Tucson embodies the typical pet owner. 

Worried about her ailing 14-year-old 

Airedale, Cisco, Burton “wanted to 

make sure that I had proper emotional 

perspective.” She recalls, “Dr. Sheila 

Kirt did a quality-of-life evaluation in our 

home. Together, we decided it was not 

quite time. She was wonderful, frank, 

and reassuring. I felt comforted to have 

her involved in our lives.”

The evolution of  
end-of-life practices
The conversation about end-of-life 

care is a relatively recent one—the 

IAAHPC was formed just 5 years 

ago—and the field is still in its forma-

tive stages. 

So are individual practices. Voselgang 

says, “Paws Into Grace was founded 

exclusively as a home euthanasia 

practice. As we’ve grown, we’ve 

realized the huge need for palliative 

and hospice care and have since 

evolved to incorporate that as well.” 

Goldberg’s practice, founded in the 

fall of 2010, originally offered gen-

eral wellness services, but by 2012, 

Goldberg says, “Whole Animal was 

exclusively dedicated to geriatrics, 

hospice, and palliative care.”

Genevieve DeClerck and Hugh 

Edwards had been clients of Goldberg 

at another Ithaca clinic she belonged 

to before she left to start her mobile 

hospice practice. When Sylvia, their 

geriatric 75-pound black Lab mix, 

started having mobility issues and 

found it difficult to get into a car, the 

couple sought someone who would 

come to their home. Edwards says, 

“We Googled ‘vets who make house 

calls’ and were thrilled to find Katherine 

[Goldberg], whom we already knew 

and trusted. We had no idea that there 

was hospice for dogs as there was for 

humans, or that there were veterinar-

ians who specialized in it.” 
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This knowledge came as a huge relief 

to the couple. DeClerck says, “When 

your dog has problems walking and 

you go to a clinic, the vet is likely to 

say, ‘Go home and think about this,’ 

meaning think about euthanasia. We 

were far from giving up on Sylvia.’’ 

It takes a village—including 
the family veterinarian
The perception of the family veteri-

narian as an adversary—or at least 

not an ally—is essential to overcome, 

according to Goldberg, especially with 

regard to senior pets.” The reluctance 

of clients to bring geriatric animals in 

and the mutual frustration of both cli-

ent and veterinarian build over time,” 

she says. “Before you know it, a list 

of problems has completely threat-

ened the bond that a family has with 

their pet, and the family veterinarian 

doesn’t even know about it.” 

Kathy Cooney, DVM, education chair 

and vice president of the IAACP, 

strongly agrees. She says, “We want 

to see an increase in general practice 

veterinarians and team members in 

our association because that’s really 

where hospice care begins.”

Raising general practitioners’ aware-

ness of animal hospice also helps 

end-of-life specialists get referrals. 

When her 15-year-old Chow-lab mix, 

Madison, no longer responded to the 

steroids and pain medications she had 

been prescribed for her various age-

related issues, Daniela Lax of Tucson 

asked her primary care veterinarian to 

recommend someone who would do 

an in-home euthanasia. “I completely 

trust my vet,” Lax says. “If she writes 

a name down, I’ll use it.” Lax didn’t 

realize that the referred veterinarian, 

Sheila Kirt, also offered palliative care.

Kirt suggested that Lax bring in a mas-

sage therapist for Madison, someone 

who was also skilled at fitting dogs for 

carts and harnesses. In addition, she 

recommended a pet sitting service 

accustomed to caring for dogs with 

medical issues. “Madison could no 

longer use the dog door,” Lax says, 

“and my partner and I wanted some-

one to check in on her during the day 

while we were working.” 

It turned out to be only a few weeks 

between Kirt’s initial visit and the day 

that the couple decided to say good-

bye to Madison, but those weeks 

left them feeling that they had done 

everything they possibly could have 

done for their old friend.

It turned out to be only a few weeks between Kirt’s initial 
visit and the day that the couple decided to say goodbye to 
Madison, but those weeks left them feeling that they had done 
everything they possibly could have done for their old friend.

What Exactly Is  
Pet Hospice? 
Many veterinary practices that 

highlight end-of-life care use the 

term “hospice” in their taglines or 

marketing copy. Not all of them 

mean the same thing by these 

terms, however. There are some 

basic tenets that pet hospice 

unquestionably shares with human 

hospice: a focus on comfort and 

quality of life—which includes the 

alleviation of the physical pain and 

emotional suffering of the entire 

family unit—when the decision is 

made to forgo aggressive treat-

ment to extend a patient’s life.

But euthanasia is an option in pet 

hospice, as it is not in the human 

version, and here the opinions of 

some members of the veterinary 

profession part ways. Some believe 

practices that routinely use euthana-

sia should not use the term hospice, 

no matter the length or quality of 

care that precedes assisted death. 

Because the human model is the 

one most of the public is familiar 

with, laypeople often use its lan-

guage to describe the pet version, 

sometimes erroneously. Take, for 

example, the headline of a story in 

the business section of the New 

York Times in November: “All Dogs 

May Go to Heaven. These Days, 

Some Go to Hospice.” This implies 

that pets with terminal illnesses 

may be sent to a care facility 

outside the home—which is rarely 

the case. 

There is one definition all veterinary 

professionals are likely to agree 

upon: Pet hospice is not a place but 

a philosophy of care. 
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Advocating for the  
whole family
Clients who are committed to giving 

their pets a great quality of life until 

the end often sacrifice their own qual-

ity of life to some degree. DeClerck 

and Edwards had flexibility with their 

jobs, which permitted one of them 

to be home with Sylvia 24/7 toward 

the end of her life; they only rarely 

took advantage of the in-home care 

services of the veterinary technician 

who works with Goldberg. And when 

Lax noted that she threw out her back 

trying to help 50-pound Madison 

negotiate the front steps of her home, 

she quickly minimized the problem. “It 

wasn’t a big deal,” she says. “I would 

do it again.”

Many feel guilty if they are not able to 

make that kind of commitment to their 

pet’s care.

Voselgang says, “You have to give 

clients permission to take their own 

needs into account as well as those 

of the pet. My job is to advocate for 

the whole family, including the pet, to 

help them understand not everyone is 

expected to go to the same extremes.” 

As Goldberg puts it, “We would 

never dream of providing 24-hour 

care to our aging and ill human fam-

ily members without professional 

assistance. Yet this is what we expect 

of ourselves for our beloved pets, 

and then we feel guilty when we can’t 

do it.” She adds, “Whether or not a 

certain disease process is ‘treatable’ 

depends far less on what the books 

say and more on what the family 

dynamics are around that disease 

in that patient. As veterinarians, we 

need to be able to navigate this with-

out judgment.”

Clients and terminally ill animals are 

not the only ones that need to be 

considered in the family dynamic. 

When Lini Burton said goodbye to 

Cisco, she reported, “His 13-year-old 

sister, Zoey, had a hard time adjusting 

to being part of a one-Airedale house-

hold. Dr. Kirt was extremely helpful in 

offering advice about that, too.” 

She adds, “I am a huge proponent 

of hospice care for pets. I now 

feel at peace about the parting, a 

sense of calm I hadn’t anticipated. 

I strongly urge anyone faced with 

these issues to seek expert help. 

For me, it was invaluable.” 

Organizing to Educate

Educating veterinary professionals 

and the general public about end-of-

life pet care is the key to improving 

the quality of that care and the aware-

ness of its availability. But, according 

to Kathy Cooney, DVM, education 

chair and vice president of the 

International Association of Animal 

Hospice and Palliative Care (IAAHPC), 

the available resources are still few 

and far between.

“We’re at a critical time in this field,” 

says Cooney. “The AVMA is rec-

ognizing the need for increased 

end-of-life care, veterinarians are 

recognizing it, and pet parents are 

recognizing it—but we don’t yet have 

educational materials and training in 

place, the nitty-gritty of how you do 

this work.”

The IAAHPC was formed in 2009 

by Amir Shanan, DVM, who, Cooney 

says, “saw a need for an interdis-

ciplinary group that could work 

together to promote the knowledge 

of, and provide the guidelines for, 

companion animal care at the end of 

life.” The IAAHPC is looking to create 

a series of certification courses for 

all professionals who would define 

themselves as pet hospice workers 

and is working to provide a compre-

hensive directory of practitioners for 

pet owners.

While recognizing the importance of 

the interdisciplinary approach, the 

Veterinary Society of Hospice and 

Palliative Care (VSHPC), co-founded 

by Katherine Goldberg, DVM, and 

Page Yaxley, DVM, DACVECC, in the 

spring of 2014, focuses specifically 

on veterinary education, one goal 

being the founding of a boarded 

specialty in hospice and palliative 

care. Yaxley is an assistant professor 

in the department of Small Animal 

Clinical Sciences at Michigan State 

University’s College of Veterinary 

Medicine and is the founder of the 

college’s Veterinary Hospice Service, 

and the VSHPC’s academic roots are 

evident in the society’s orientation. 


